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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the optimization of a New Spherical Parallel Manipulator (N_SPM).
The N_SPM is obtained by changing the kinematic of one leg of a classic spherical parallel
manipulator. This change is carried out to reduce the presence of the singularity in the
useful area of the workspace. The mobility of the N_SPM is similar to the classic one.
First, the less-singular working mode of the N_SPM was identified then an optimization of
the dexterity is made to eliminate the singularity from the useful workspace. Finally, the
optimal N_SPM is presented.
Keywords: Spherical Parallel Manipulator; Optimization; Workspace; Dexterity; Genetic Algorithm.

1 INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, parallel manipulators still widely
popular. They are used in many domains such as industry
[1], research [2] and medicine [3]. The main advantages of
parallel manipulators are their high stiffness, their high
accuracy and their load capability.
The spherical parallel manipulators (SPMs) are a class of
parallel manipulator that gives three degrees of freedom of
rotations. They are composed of three identical legs with
three revolute joints. The main application of the SPMs is
orienting device such as minimally invasive surgery master
device [4, 5] and camera orienting device [6, 7].
Parallel manipulators performances depend on their
geometric parameters. An optimization process is needed to
choose the optimal geometry for each specific application.
In [4], a SPM is optimized for a MIS application. The selfrotation was not considered in the optimization process.
This generates the presence of singularity in the SPM
workspace for some values of the self-rotation.
In this paper we try to solve the problem of the singularity.

A kinematic modification of the SPM was carried out to
reduce the presence of the singularity. The New SPM
(N_SPM) is then optimized to eliminate the singularity
from the prescribed workspace and to improve the dexterity
distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, an
evaluation of the classic SPM is shown. In Section 3, the
new structure of the SPM is presented. A comparative
study was made in section 4 to choose the less-singular
assembly mode of the N_SPM. Section 5 discusses an
optimization of the N_SPM. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
this paper.
2 EVALEATION OF THE CALSSIC SPM
The SPM (Fig. 1) was developed as a part of a teleoperation system to control a surgical robot. The target
application is the minimally invasive surgery (MIS). In a
previous work [4], the workspace of the MIS was studied to
identify its size.
The SPM has three identical legs, each leg is made of two
links and three revolute joints, see Fig. 2. All axes of the
revolute joints are intersecting in one common point, called
CoR (Centre of Rotation). Each link is characterized by the
angle between its two revolute joints, as shown in Fig. 3.
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After substitution, the equation (1) leads to the following
three scalar equations:
A j cos(θ1K )  B j sin(θ1K )  C j ; j  1,2,3
(3)
Where Aj, Bj and Cj are coefficients that depend on the
parameters (α, β, γ) and the variation of the platform given
by the Euler angles (ψ, θ, φ).
Equation 3 has a solution if and only if the following
constraints CDj are respected:
C 2j
1
CD j (α, β , γ, ψ , θ , φ) : 2
(4)
A j  B 2j

This angle is constant and it represents the dimension of the
link. The angle, α, characterizes the first link size and the
angle, β, the second link size. The angle, γ, defines the
orientation of the axis z of the platform with respect to the
last joint axis. The actuated joint axes are located along an
orthogonal frame.

These three conditions are used to identify the workspace
size of the spherical parallel manipulator (SPM) and called
as the orientation power function, which indicates if the
arm j is able to reach the given orientation or not. The
Jacobian matrix of the SPM can be written by
differentiating Equation 1:
Z 2 K Z 3 K  Z 2 K Z 3 K  0
where,
Z 2 K  θ1K Z1K  Z 2 K
 
 Z 3 K  ω  Z 3 K

Figure 1 Master device of a tele-operation system.

(5)

(6)

with,  is the cross product and ω is the angular velocity
of the end-effector.
θ cos(ψ )  φ sin(θ ) sin(ψ )


ω  θ sin(ψ )  φ sin(θ ) cos(ψ ) 


ψ  cos(θ )



(7)

Equation 4 becomes:
θ1K ( Z1K  Z 2 K )  Z 3 K  ω  Z 2 K  Z 3 K

Figure 2 Spherical parallel manipulator kinematic.

(8)

Indeed, we can write equation (9) in matrix form as:
A  ω  B  θ
ω  J  θ



where, θ  θ1 A , θ1B , θ1C



T

(9)
(10)

is the vector of actuated joint

velocities and J is the Jacobian matrix of the SPM defined
as follows:
J  A 1 B

CoR

(11)

Matrix A is a 3x3 matrix and it is defined as follows:

Figure 3 Kinematic of the leg A.

A  Z 3 A  Z 2 A

The orientation of the SPM is described by the Euler angles
(ψ, θ, φ). The workspace of the SPM can be identified by
its inverse model. The inverse model is solved using
equation (1) for leg K (K=A, B and C).
Z 2 K Z 3 K  cos( β )
(1)
With
Z 2 K  RZ (θ1K ) R X (α ) Z

(2)

Z 3 K  RZ (ψ ) R X (θ ) RZ (φ) R X (γ) Z

Z 3B  Z 2 B

Z 3C  Z 2 C 

T

(12)

Matrix B is a diagonal 3x3 matrix and it is defined as
follows:
B  diag[ Z1 A ( Z 2 A  Z 3 A ); Z1B ( Z 2 B  Z 3 B );
...Z1C ( Z 2C  Z 3C )]

(13)

Dexterity is a measure reflecting the error amplification
due to the kinematic and statistic transformations between
the joints and Cartesian space. The dexterity, η(J), is
4
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measured using the inverse of the condition number, κ(J),
of the Jacobian matrix [8], see Eq. 14.
η( J ) 

1
κ(J )

With κ ( J )  J  J 1

The legs B and C are not changed and described by the
same geometric parameters, [α, β, γ], as the classic SPM.
The RRR kinematic structure of leg A was replaced by
URU structure as illustrated in Fig 6 (R for Revolute joint
and U for Universal joint). The links of the new leg have
the same length, L.

(14)

In previous work [4], the SPM was optimized in order to
have a compact structure with a maximum of dexterity. The
resulting structure is defined by the following vector of
optimal design parameters:
I SPM  [α, β , γ]T  [39.4,34.1,18.2]T

However a simplifying assumption was considered in this
SPM optimization procedure, only a constant value for the
self-rotation, φ  π 10 , is considered. For other values of
φ , the kinematic behaviour of the robot is deteriorated. Fig.
4 presents the dexterity distribution of the SPM for φ  50
and shows the presence of the singularity inside the
workspace (the singular are in dark red).

Figure 6 New kinematic of the leg A.
In order to obtain the Jacobian matrix of the new SPM, we
should express the relationship between the angular
velocity of the platform ω and the actuated joint velocities,
θ1 A , θ1B and θ1C .

(J)

For the legs B and C, the equation (8) is applicable. For the
new leg A, we can write
ω  θ1 A Z1 A  θ2 A Z 2 A  θ3 A Z 3 A  θ4 A Z 4 A  θ5 A Z 5 A
(15)

0.15
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The reciprocal screw is used to eliminate all passive joint
velocities θ2 A , θ3 A , θ4 A and θ5 A from equation (15) and
defined as follows:
$1r A  Z 4 A  Z 5 A
(16)

0.05

40

100

120 140 160
90°    180°

180

This vector is perpendicular in all configurations to the
vectors Z 2 A , Z 3 A , Z 4 A and Z 5 A . We multiply equation
(16) by the reciprocal screw:

Figure 4 The dexterity distribution of the SPM over the
useful workspace for φ=50° (singular area in dark red).
3 SOLVING THE SINGULARITY PROBLEM

$1r A  ω  $1r A  θ1 A Z1 A
Z 4 A  Z 5 A  ω  θ1 A  Z1 A  ( Z 4 A  Z 5 A )

In a previous work [9], a solution avoiding the singularity
problem was proposed. This solution is based on the use of
a redundant actuator without changing the design of the
SPM. It was proved that the use of the redundant actuator
eliminates the presence of singularity inside the workspace.
However, this solution increases the weight of the endeffector. Consequently, it’s not well suitable. In this present
work, we propose a solution with a design change. The
kinematic of only one leg is replaced. The new structure of
the SPM is presented in Fig. 5.

(17)
(18)

The matrices A and B become:
A  Z 4 A  Z 5 A

Z 3B  Z 2 B

Z 3C  Z 2 C 

T

B  diag[ Z1 A ( Z 4 A  Z 5 A ); Z1B ( Z 2 B  Z 3 B );
...Z1C ( Z 2C  Z 3C )]

(19)
(20)

4 THE LESS SINGULAR WORKING
MODE OF N_SPM
If we consider the new leg, the new SPM has eight
solutions (Working Modes (W.Ms)) to the inverse
kinematic model. The new leg has no effect on the
kinematic behavior of the N_SPM. So we consider only
four working modes presented in Fig. 7. Each one of these
working modes has a different behavior inside the useful
workspace. The aim of this section is to identify the most
suitable working mode in term of kinematic behavior. An
equivalent study was made for the classic SPM in [10].

Figure 5 Kinematic structure of the new SPM.
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In this section, we consider that the dimensions of legs B
and C are identical to those of the classic SPM (see Section
II). An optimization problem will be performed in the next
section in order to identify the optimal dimensions.
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For φ=50°, the W.M. 4 presents the most suitable
distribution of the dexterity. There is no singular
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Figure 7 Working modes of the N_SPM.

Figure 9 The dexterity distribution
for the all W.Ms (φ=50°).

For the considered parallel structure, the change of working
mode is possible only through a serial singularity, when
one of the two spherical legs B or C is extended or folded
on in itself. This is possible only in the border of the
workspace.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the dexterity distribution and the
singularity location in the useful workspace for φ=0°,
φ=50° and φ=-50° respectively.

For φ=-50°, only W.M. 1 doesn’t contain any singular
configuration in the workspace. Working mode 2 contains a
small singularity area in the left border of the workspace.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show that the W.M. 2 is the less
singular working mode. In order to prove this observation,
we propose to calculate the minimum distance, rmin,
between the singularity location and the useful workspace
center O0(ψ0, θ0) (see Fig. 11).
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Figure 8 The dexterity distribution
for the all W.Ms (φ=0°).
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The singular configurations for all working modes are
located on the borders of the workspace for φ=0°.
However, we note that the W.Ms 1 and 4 do not present a
maximum of the dexterity at the center of the workspace,
unlike the W.Ms 2 and 3.
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Figure 10 The dexterity distribution
for the all W.Ms (φ=-50°).
This distance is calculated as follows:
rmin  min(ri )  min( (ψ 0  ψ i ) 2  (θ0  θi ) 2
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The N_SPM is considered in singular configuration if the
dexterity value is less than 0.02.

In addition of the presence of the singularity for φ=-50° and
φ=50°, the workspace size does not fit the needed
workspace, see Fig. 13. To solve this problem, we propose
to optimize the parameters of the N_SPM in order improve
the workspace size and to eliminate the presence of
singularity.

Singularity

•

4 OPTIMIZATION OF THE N_SPM
In this section, the dexterity was considered as a criterion to
determine the link dimensions of the optimal new SPM.
The link dimensions are defined by the design vector
I=[α,β,γ]. The performance is evaluated over a workspace
free of singularity, which is specified as a cone with an
apex angle equal to 26°. This represents the dimensional
characteristic of the prescribed workspace.
Since the singularities are located at the border of the
workspace, only the workspace boundary is considered in
order to simplify the optimization process. The workspace
border is discretized by 100 points as illustrated on Fig. 14.
The proposed approach is based on the minimization of an
objective function F(I) subjected to two constraints. The
first constraint concerns the workspace and aims to
guarantee that the N_SPM workspace fits the prescribed
one for the self-rotation φ between 0° and 50°. The second
constraint concerns the Jacobian matrix conditioning to
guarantee dexterous workspace (free of singularity) for φ
between 0° and 50°.

Figure 11 Minimum distance identification between
the singularity and the useful workspace center, O0.
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of rmin with respect to the selfrotation of the plateform. We can observe that the
singularity locations are close to the border of the
workspace for all considered self-rotation values. Therefore
the assembly mode 2 is the less-singular assembly mode.
This mode is then chosen.
Rmin
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Figure 12 R_min evolution with respect to
the self-rotation of the platform.
The symmetry of the architecture presented by the working
mode 2 (see Fig. 7) has leads to a symmetric kinematic
behavior. Due to this symmetry, the following study will
focus only on values of the self-rotation between 0° and
50°.
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The optimization problem can be then formulated as
follows:
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Figure 14 Prescribed workspace border in (θ, ψ) plane
and discretized on N=100 points.
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Figure 13 The dexterity destribution
for the W.M. 2 (φ=50°).
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where F(I) is the objective function defined as a sum of the
condition number value for all points Pi for φ=0° and
φ=50°, xlb and xup, are the lower and upper bounds of the
variables x given in Table 1 respectively, and κmax
represents the maximum permissible value for the condition
number which is considered equal to 25 in the optimization
process.
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Table I - The lower and upper bounds of the design
variables x
α[deg]
β[deg]
γ[deg]
xlb
35
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16
xup
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(a) φ=0°
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A genetic algorithm (GA) is used to solve the optimization
problem, because of its robustness and simplicity. Initially
the algorithm generates 500 sets of different design
parameters as the first parent generation. Then the three
standard genetic operations (reproduction, crossover, and
mutation) are performed to produce a new generation. Such
procedures are repeated until the maximum number of
generations is achieved, or the required accuracy is
satisfied.
The optimal design vector of the resulted structure is given
in table 2. Fig. 15 shows the Optimal N_SPM.
Table II - OPTIMAL SOLUTION.
Variables
Design
vector
α[deg] β[deg] γ[deg]
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(b) φ=50°

(c) φ=-50°

Figure 16 Dexterity distribution for the optimal N_SPM.
We can observe first, that the robot workspace fits the
prescribed workspace for φ between -50° and 50°, which
means that the robot is able to reach all the orientations
needed to achieve the surgical task. Second, the obtained
workspace is free-singular for φ between -50° and 50°.

κmax

(J)

Singularity

90

InSPM
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16.1
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The dimension of the new kinematic leg is defined by the
parameter L calculated using the following equation:
sin(θ2MAX
A )
2
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180

Figure 17 Dexterity distribution for the optimal N_SPM
for the whole workspace(φ=50°).

Figure 15 Optimal N_SPM.

LR

100

Fig. 17 shows the singularity area of the optimal N_SPM
for φ=50°. We can observe that the singularity is outside
the useful workspace.
Fig. 18 shows a 3d printed prototype of the optimal
N_SPM. This prototype was made to validate the
functioning of the N_SPM. It is made of ABS and its size is
about the third of the size of the master device presented in
Fig. 1.

(22)

where, R is the SPM radius, θ2MAX
 θ MAX  δ  γ the
A
maximum angle between Z1A and Z5A and δ is the security
angle chosen to be equal to 2° in order to avoid the serial
singularity of the leg A.
The dexterity distributions for the resulted structure for
φ=0°, φ=50° and φ=-50° are shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 18 Prototype of the optimal SPM.
6 CONCLUSION
An optimization of a new spherical parallel manipulator
(N_SPM) was presented in this work. The objective of this
optimization is to obtain a new SPM with a workspace
overlaying the prescribed workspace without presence of
the singularity. First, the singularity problem of the classic
SPM was shown. Second, a new architecture of the
spherical parallel manipulator was presented. Then, the
less-singular assembly mode of the new SPM was
identified and selected. Finally, an optimization based on
the dexterity and subject to the workspace size and the
presence of singularity is made to improve the kinematic
behaviour of the N_SPM.
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